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The location that will soon be the world’s largest indoor farm. (Image: Kari Paul/Motherboard)

As the PATH train rolls into Newark, New Jersey, the landscape greeting passengers consists
largely of a bleak, abandoned warehouses surrounding the station. The city, once a major
industry hub, has declined (http://munchies.vice.com/articles/the-worlds-largest-indoor-verticalfarm-is-coming-to-new-jersey) since its peak manufacturing days. But a company breaking
ground there on Thursday wants to change that, and inject sustainable food production into the
area.
Urban agriculture company AeroFarms began construction this week on what will soon become
the world’s largest vertical indoor farm, a version of urban agriculture that grows plants
upwards through erect plant beds rather than horizontally. The first development phase will be
finished by the end of 2015, converting an old steel factory in Ironbound, one of the more
blighted industrial sections of Newark, into a 69,000 square foot unprecedented agriculture
center and global headquarters for the company. The project received more than $30 million in
funding through private and public partnerships and will create 78 jobs in the area, where
unemployment is twice the national average.

David Rosenberg, CEO of AeroFarms, speaks at the groundbreaking of the new center. (Image: Kari Paul/Motherboard)

AeroFarms uses aeroponic technology to grow plants at a rate of efficiency that eclipses that of
traditional farming. The process involves placing the seeds in a cloth medium and showering
them with a nutrient mist to make them grow, using 95 percent less water than field farming.
With LED light installations, the company grows food indoors year-round without sun or soil,
stacking the plants on top of each other in vertical columns.
“This is really a new marriage of biology and engineering,” AeroFarms chief marketing officer
Marc Oshima said of the process. “We think about the vertical beds for growing, the LED lights—
it’s about how you create the whole system, and the whole approach. In terms of per square
foot, we have 75 times greater productivity on an annualized basis than a field farmer. So this is
a way you can do farming at scale, and a way you can compete with a field farmer today.”

A rendering of the vertical farm set-up (Image courtesy of AeroFarms)

Oshima said the company monitors more than 10,000 data points for each harvest, allowing it
to maximize the growing process and create more efficient output than traditional agriculture.
“It’s controlled, we aren't leaving it to the vagaries of mother nature,” he said. “It’s hard to
control weather, and other factors. Here it’s about precision agriculture. So when you think
about it, we are monitoring in real time the nutrient uptake, we are understanding what light
plants need for more effective photosynthesis. Those are hard things to replicate outside.”
At the groundbreaking ceremony, officials including Newark mayor Ras J. Baraka, New Jersey
acting governor Kim Guadagno spoke while the company passed around smoothies and salad
made with its own aeroponic kale and other leafy greens.
Food grown at the urban farm will be first be distributed to local schools, farmer’s markets and
other businesses but Oshima said it will generate enough produce—up to 2 million pounds a
year—to distribute throughout the area surrounding New York City.

Vegetables grown by AeroFarms that were served at the groundbreaking ceremony. (Image: Kari Paul/Motherboard)

Representatives from AeroFarms and government officials who spoke on Thursday said the
highly-efficient method is a way to combat the global food crisis while creating little waste.
“This will feed the people of the world,” acting governor Kim Guadagno said at the ceremony.
“By 2050, I won’t be here, but by 2050 there will be 9 billion people who need to eat, and the
solution is right here on the property you are standing on.”
Drew Curtis, the director of community development and environmental justice at the
Ironbound Community Corporation, which has partnered with AeroFarms to recruit local
employees, said the community is wary of highly-polluting industries in the area and welcomed
the more sustainable alternative.
“Ironbound’s industrial legacy has left behind a lot of toxic sites, and current industry which
causes lots of air pollution,” he said. “So we are overburdened by these kinds of negative
environmental impacts. Residents want to see jobs and get back to work, but they want jobs

that don’t add to the pollution in the neighborhood. So a project like this is perfect.”
Achior Oliver, a new AeroFarms employee who said he recently worked to install LED lights on
some of the farming set ups, said the new job makes him feel like he can support his family
while helping the community.
“It’s definitely good for the area; eating healthy is kind of hard around here, especially with all
the unhealthy things in the environment,” he said. “Fortunately, things are looking prettier every
year, there are new things growing and building around here. If you don’t grow, you fade away.
So this is good for the community.”
The building that broke ground Thursday is the company’s largest farming project yet, but it has
nine other farms completed and even larger one in the works.
“We are interested in how we address this on the global basis, so this is an awesome
opportunity for us to continue our mission,” Oshima said. “There’s been so much demand and
excitement about what we are doing. It’s just fundamentally changing how we can bring the
farm to the consumers, and how we can do it commercially and do it at scale.”
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